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Recent events have pushed RNA research into the spot-
light. Continued discoveries of RNA with unexpected
diverse functions in healthy and diseased cells, such as the
role of RNA as both the source and countermeasure to a
severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 infec-
tion, are igniting a new passion for understanding this
functionally and structurally versatile molecule. Although
RNA structure is key to function, many foundational char-
acteristics of RNA structure are misunderstood, and the
default state of RNA is often thought of and depicted as a
single floppy strand. The purpose of this perspective is to
help adjust mental models, equipping the community to
better use the fundamental aspects of RNA structural
information in new mechanistic models, enhance experi-
mental design to test these models, and refine data inter-
pretation. We discuss six core observations focused on the
inherent nature of RNA structure and how to incorporate
these characteristics to better understand RNA structure.
We also offer some ideas for future efforts to make vali-
dated RNA structural information available and readily
used by all researchers.

RNA structure j RNA dynamics j RNA folding

RNA research is thriving. Discoveries of new RNAs are fre-
quent, the repertoire of RNA-dependent biological func-
tions is expanding, and ever-more-powerful RNA-centric
techniques are being developed. The deluge of data con-
tinues to overwhelmingly support the idea that the func-
tion of any RNA is always determined to some degree by
its structure, and researchers are eager to integrate the
role of structure into their understanding of RNA biology.
The pandemic caused by the RNA coronavirus severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 poignantly reminded
the world that RNA is a powerful agent of both disease
and therapeutics—RNA is an “A-list molecule.”

The study of RNA and its structure is destined to
expand, but unfortunately at times this rapid expansion
has been accompanied by a loss of general knowledge
about important fundamental properties of RNA structure.
Misconceptions and false assumptions take root when
RNA’s key properties are overlooked. A solid general under-
standing of RNA structure is important to develop rigorous
mechanistic hypotheses, design experiments to test them,
and derive proper interpretations. Now more than ever our
community should strive to think and talk about RNA struc-
ture in a way that reflects its true behavior. Doing so has
practical benefits: For example, Moderna scientists showed
the importance of mRNA structure for stability and thus
efficacy of the RNA at the heart of their vaccine (1).

Compare, for example, your mental images of messen-
ger RNA (mRNA) and ribosomal RNA (rRNA). To many, the

former appears as a squiggly extended line while the latter
has a complicated and defined base-paired architecture.
The implication is that rRNA is structured and mRNA is not,
but is the “limp spaghetti” image of mRNA based on data
supporting an absence of structure within a protein-
encoding RNA, or is it based on a lack of data, ingrained
assumptions, and “lore”? Is it correct to think of RNA as
inherently extended, floppy, and “unstructured,” except in
special cases?

The common default view of RNA structure is probably
somewhat vestigial from when scientists regarded RNA pri-
marily as the transient messenger between DNA and com-
pactly folded proteins. In that paradigm, proteins and DNA
had structure-driven jobs to do, while mRNA was mostly a
linear template molecule without any needed local or
higher-order structure. While some highly specialized RNA
molecules (e.g., transfer RNA [tRNA], rRNA, ribozymes,
riboswitches, etc.) were known to adopt functional struc-
tures, they were likely perceived as exceptions to the
norm. The default state of most RNA was probably
assumed to be extended, floppy, and “unstructured.” With
the discoveries of defined and important structures in
diverse RNAs, including mRNAs, from all domains of life
and from viruses (2–5), why does this bias often endure?
Students have told us that formal training in RNA structure
and its direct relationship to function is uncommon. In its
absence, human perception is likely molded by what we
repeatedly see and hear (6). When the molecules of life are
depicted, RNA is often displayed as a wavy line, proteins
are drawn by default as compact globular entities, and DNA
as a structured double helix. We assert that seeing these
standard cartoons repeatedly reinforces assumptions about
the default structural states of these molecules.

Likewise, how RNA structure is discussed probably
affects thinking. The terms “structured” or “unstructured”
RNA are often used to imply a strict binary demarcation,
where “structure” is used synonymously with “Watson–Crick
pairing,” even though RNA structure requires other types of
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interactions. While RNA secondary structure prediction algo-
rithms can be useful and powerful, often they are treated as
black boxes whose output is assumed to be correct, or as
methods to determine which RNAs are “structured” and
which are not. The use of more nuanced and descriptive lan-
guage and a better understanding of the limitations of RNA
structure prediction and determination methods could have
a powerful positive effect on the field.

Here we review six fundamental properties of RNA
structure and dynamics that may not be obvious but
whose consideration we hope will promote a richer under-
standing of RNA. We aim to reemphasize some partially
forgotten knowledge, dispel a few myths about the nature
of RNA structure, and suggest some best practices for
depicting and discussing RNA. We also propose guidelines
for making use of automatically generated RNA structure
predictions, criteria for guiding and comparing different
types of RNA structure investigations, and directions where
new tools or shared resources would be broadly beneficial.
Note that this perspective is not intended to be a full
review of the current or historical literature on these topics
but rather a starting point for individual exploration. Our
goal is to equip researchers from all disciplines to better
integrate RNA structural knowledge into their own work
and perhaps spur some fresh thinking about the relation-
ship between RNA structure and function.

Stacking as a Driver for RNA Structure

Reviewing some of RNA’s underlying physical characteris-
tics is worthwhile for understanding RNA structure. Within
an RNA strand, the negatively charged ribose–phosphate
chain—which makes up two-thirds of the mass of a nucleo-
tide—creates steric and electrostatic constraints on the
backbone conformation. Bases, which account for the
remaining third of mass, comprise planar aromatic rings
decorated with partially charged hydrogen-bond donors
and acceptors. Thus, each monomeric nucleotide unit con-
tains charged, polar, and aromatic groups, which can make
diverse types of interactions with water, ions, amino acids,
small molecules, and other nucleotides. In other words, in
their normal aqueous environment RNA nucleotides are
highly social—they are made to interact with one another
(7, 8).

The realization that every nucleotide in an RNA chain
can favorably interact with every other nucleotide is critical
for thinking about RNA structure and how it differs from
protein structure. In proteins, distinct side-chain character-
istics mean some of the 20 amino acids more favorably
interact with one another; some are more readily accom-
modated on the inside of a fold (like phenylalanine due to
its aromatic ring), while others are on the solvent interact-
ing surface (like the charged amino acids). Biochemists reg-
ularly experience how the type and distribution of amino
acids affect the solubility of a given protein. In contrast,
although RNA contains a planar aromatic base at every link
in its chain, RNA is soluble in salty water. This seeming para-
dox is resolved because noncovalent interactions drive RNA
bases to stack on each other, exposing their charged exocy-
clic groups to the water molecules and ions in the aqueous
environment, leading to RNA “solvation” (9, 10).

Convenient and useful ball-and-stick representations of
RNA (and DNA) or “ladders” in popular cartoon depictions
generally show “space” between the bases within a helix.
In fact, bases stack like coins in a roll with no space
between them for solvent (Figs. 1 and 2A). Stacked bases
are ∼3.4 Å apart because carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen
atoms have all van der Waals radii around 1.7 Å, and these
intimate interactions combine with backbone constraints
to create the helical conformations we are familiar with (7,
9, 11). Thus, the helical structure of RNA (and DNA) is not
induced by Watson–Crick pairing. Rather, within the
stacking-induced helical arrangement, base pairs can
assemble in A-form helices or other structural elements
(12). To understand RNA structure, one must therefore
understand base stacking.

What is the experimental evidence that base stacking
drives RNA structure? Starting in the 1950s, biophysical
studies of RNA oligonucleotides in solution revealed that
unpaired bases stack in helical configurations. Even a sin-
gle ApA dinucleotide adopts the “beginning of a single-
strand helix” (13). This helix was modeled in 1975 on the
basis of the crystal structure of ApApA (Fig. 2B) (14). In fact,
poly-adenosine [poly(A)] forms a parallel double helix,
even though it cannot form Watson–Crick pairs. This
“second double helix” was first reported by Watson and
Crick in 1961 (Fig. 2A) (15), and its structure was confirmed
many decades later (Fig. 2C) (16).

Inherent base stacking leading to helical conformations is
not a biophysical fluke but is key to biology (17). For exam-
ple, the 30 poly(A) tail that regulates eukaryotic mRNA stabil-
ity is recognized by deadenylase enzymes primarily based on
its stacking characteristics (Fig. 2D) (18, 19), while its structure
may be disrupted in other cases (Fig. 2E) (20). Likewise, RNA
scientists routinely observe and follow base stacking effects
in the laboratory: Thermal denaturation of RNA (or DNA)
leads to increased ultraviolet (UV) absorption because as the
molecule denatures, base stacking decreases (21).

“Inherently Structured” Does Not
Mean “Static”

In the 1970s Barbapapas children’s books, stories revolved
around the colorful smiling blob-like characters that adopted
all sorts of shapes, in turn a swing, a musical instrument, a
boat, a tree, anything to amuse kids. Similarly, although RNA
is intrinsically structured, its conformation may change over
many time scales, from nanoseconds to milliseconds to lon-
ger, depending on the environmental conditions or the pres-
ence of ligands (22–24). These built-in dynamics do not make
RNA “unstructured”; they are part of its structure and there-
fore its function. The conformation of an RNA is dictated by
a thermodynamic landscape that depends on the sequence
of the RNA and the conditions. Depending on the nature of
the landscape, a given RNA populates an ensemble of con-
formations of various compactness, stabilities, and flexibil-
ities. As the length of an RNA increases, the complexity of
the landscape and the number of possible nonidentical
states increases, but favored states remain. Describing RNA
structure (as well as any molecular structure) as consisting of
conformational ensembles dictated by statistical thermody-
namics is not new but is worth remembering.
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Within a given free-energy landscape, the most thermo-
stable folds populate the valleys; areas above correspond
to less favored structures. For some RNA sequences, a sin-
gle deeper well corresponding to a highly favored confor-
mation prevents frequent sampling of other states (Fig. 3).
This is often the native biologically relevant state, and
coherent folding to this state is selected by evolution
(25–28). However, the bottom of a deep well could have
shallow indentations, allowing “wiggling” or “flexing” of the
native structure under biological conditions. Examples are
mature fully folded tRNAs: Their overall L-shaped fold is
maintained but they can flex, bend, or undergo local struc-
tural changes as needed to pass through the ribosome or
interact with their cognate aminoacyl synthetases (see
movie S1 in ref. 29) (30). For other RNAs, the landscape
could have a few deep wells that represent more than one
favored distinct conformation, which can interconvert. In
some cases, these conformations could represent one or
more “misfolded” states or stable intermediates (31–33).
Some RNA sequences may instead have flatter folding
landscapes, or flatter regions within larger landscapes,
with several shallow indentations. With these RNAs, inco-
herent folding leads to multiple readily interconverting
transient RNA structures, but not a lack of structure.

When RNA is considered as a potential mix of confor-
mations, the inadequacy of the “structured/unstructured
RNA” dichotomy becomes clear. “Structured” RNAs that
adopt one highly populated state are far from static. Like-
wise, for an RNA to be truly “unstructured” in the fully
extended sense, the landscape would have to be essen-
tially flat with no favored state. This is unrealistic for RNA,
as it would require unfavorable breaking of the ubiquitous
intramolecular interactions, such as stacking and hydrogen
bonding. Even if the possible number of nonidentical
states generally increases with RNA length, an overall

more favorable collapsed state and likely some specific
states will be more populated.

Thinking of RNA as a dynamic ensemble of interconvert-
ing conformations has important functional and practical
implications (34, 35). In particular, the conformational land-
scape of a given RNA can change when conditions change,
for instance with altered concentrations of ions, shifts in
pH, the presence of ligands, interactions with proteins or
other molecules, and chemical modifications or mutations
of nucleotides (Fig. 3). Single-nucleotide variants can per-
turb the conformational ensemble, perhaps disfavoring
the native biologically relevant structure or favoring mis-
folded states, leading to disease (36, 37). The kinetics of
RNA synthesis may lead to RNA structures that are not
necessarily the most stable within the total thermody-
namic landscape (“cotranscriptional folding”), and large
RNAs may have complex folding pathways with intermedi-
ate steps (38–40). Ligand binding to RNA often occurs by
capturing a certain conformation from the ensemble,
more so than by inducing a new conformation (41, 42).
Further illustrating the benefits of considering RNA as a
population of states, bioinformaticians showed that chemi-
cal probing data are often more reliably explained by an
ensemble of various secondary structures than by a single
one (34, 43–45).

RNA Is a Compact Molecule

Bases do not “know” what sort of RNA they reside in
(mRNA, rRNA, tRNA, small interfering RNA, long noncod-
ing RNA, etc.). Thermodynamically, it is favorable for
them in all cases to stack on one another and possibly
hydrogen-bond to form structure, even if only tran-
siently. All types of bases can stack and form thermody-
namically favorable hydrogen bonds with each other,
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with the sugar–phosphate backbone, and with the sol-
vent. These combined interactions cause the single
strand of RNA to inherently adopt a self-associating state
under the aqueous biological conditions, dependent on
factors like temperature. As the strand folds back on
itself this leads to overall compaction of the molecule,
compared to a fully extended state.

Some recent evidence for RNA compactness came
from global structure mapping, which showed that 30 to
40% of RNA duplexes in living cells are formed from
sequences that are more than 200 nucleotides apart
(46). Compactness and long-distance pairing (47), com-
bined with the modularity of RNA (35, 48, 49) and the
increase of RNA size over time by accretion (50, 51),
result in the 50 and 30 ends of any natural RNA being in
relatively close spatial proximity (52–55). To create the
extended state in which RNA is often depicted would
require an input of energy. Interestingly, a similar
dichotomy exists between our schematic rendering of
proteins with the N and C termini at both ends of a hori-
zontal line, when in fact the ends are in spatial proximity
across protein structures (56).

At first, the view of ubiquitous RNA self-association and
compactness may seem to contradict studies that showed
a low degree of structure in the coding regions of most
mRNAs in living cells (57, 58). However, these observations
are in fact consistent with the idea that ribosomes, heli-
cases, or other RNA remodeling proteins partially and tran-
siently unwind inherently structured regions (57, 59, 60).
Indeed, when translation is inhibited in living cells, mRNAs
undergo a decrease in their overall end-to-end length (61,
62). When RNA needs to be accessed, proteins may need
to “work at opening” intrinsic RNA structure.

Watson–Crick Pairing Is Important but a
Bit Overrated

Watson–Crick base pairing is important, often perceived as
THE hallmark of RNA structure and thus an RNA with many
potential Watson–Crick base pairs is considered “highly
structured.” Should Watson–Crick pairing is used synony-
mously with “RNA structure”? In fact, in most cases of
folded RNA three-dimensional (3D) structures, non-
Watson–Crick pairs are critical for creating the tertiary
interactions that stabilize the functional conformation (Fig.
4). This information gets lost with the typical rendering of
RNA as stems separated by bubbles and loops of
“unpaired” bases, which often comes from an RNA struc-
ture prediction algorithm (Figs. 1 and 4 and Automatic Pre-
dictions of an RNA Secondary Structure).

The overemphasis on Watson–Crick pairs in RNA struc-
ture possibly has several origins. Most of us learned about
DNA before learning about RNA. DNA rarely exists without
a complementary strand and consequently forms double-
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stranded helices with Watson–Crick base pairs. Deviations
from these “canonical” pairs are often called “mismatches”
that create instability, which is a misnomer for RNA struc-
tures where non-Watson–Crick pairs are key for folding
and binding to proteins or other ligands (63–65). Likewise,
with DNA it is useful to consider the GC content for assess-
ing the overall stability of double helices, as is routinely
done when designing hybridizing primers in the labora-
tory. However, the same thinking is not as meaningful for
an uncharacterized RNA, unless one knows a priori that
most of the nucleotides are involved in Watson–Crick pairs.
In other words, GC content is not a reliable predictor of
“highly structured” RNAs.

Overall, the tendency to focus on Watson–Crick pairs
may stem from the fact that they are the basis of nucleic
acid hybridization and that they are easier to identify,
draw, and rationally mutate. Aligning RNA sequence homo-
logs is more straightforward when only Watson–Crick pairs
are considered, but in fact it is the deviations from comple-
mentarity that are the most useful to confidently deter-
mine and align secondary structures. Similarly, computing
the most thermostable predicted secondary structure of a
given sequence relies on free energy calculations based
largely on maximizing the number of Watson–Crick pairs in
accordance with measured “nearest-neighbor” parameters
(66, 67). However, the state with the most predicted
Watson–Crick pairs may not reflect the true biologically rel-
evant secondary structure (see Automatic Predictions of an
RNA Secondary Structure).

Long-range tertiary Watson–Crick pairing is often pre-
sented as the driver for bringing distal parts of an RNA
structure together, but in general base stacking is de
facto the primary means to spatially organize the global
fold of an RNA. Base stacking and Watson–Crick pairing
create stacks of continuous and noncontinuous helices,
which define that RNA secondary structure. However, non-
Watson–Crick pairing and stacking patterns in helical junc-
tions and internal loops preform a 3D architecture that

dictates the angles of emerging helices (compare the angles
of H7 and H34 in Fig. 1) (35, 68–70). As a result, specific parts
of the RNA are spatially positioned to readily establish inter-
actions often involving nucleotides that are far apart in
sequence, but not in three dimensions. Whether these inter-
actions comprise Watson–Crick base pairs (e.g., in pseudo-
knots, which occur upon base pairing of a single-stranded
region in a loop and a complementary sequence elsewhere
in the same RNA) or other favorable interactions, the partner
regions within a single RNA are only likely to interact if the
structure in between allows it.

Experimental evidence of how the global fold precedes
the pairing of bases far apart in sequence is obtained
when increasing the concentrations of cations (such as K+

and Mg2+) rescues the function of an RNA in which pseu-
doknot base pairing is disrupted by mutations (71, 72).
This occurs because the decrease in conformational stabil-
ity resulting from the lost base pairs is compensated for by
a metal ion-driven increase in the stability of the global
architecture, which is dictated by specific stacking and
H-bond patterns in loops, junctions, and bulges (73, 74).
Looking at it from this angle, pseudoknot formation does
not create the global fold; rather, a pseudoknot is stabi-
lized by folding of other elements that bring two comple-
mentary sequences closer in space.

Non-Watson–Crick Pairing Is Very
Much Underrated

Watson–Crick paired regions form the basis of RNA tran-
scription, translation, and replication. When they occur
between different molecules, they provide a code conve-
niently deciphered by enzymes. Watson–Crick pairing is
important for the RNA’s role as a carrier of analog informa-
tion, but its importance changes within 3D structures of
folded RNA molecules. Watson–Crick paired helical regions
generally act as spacers with regular geometrical proper-
ties essential to position structural elements stabilized by
non-Watson–Crick pairs. Within a folded RNA, the “cool”
parts are the kinks, turns, and other structural motifs that
support the global fold or bind a protein or other ligand
(75). These elements rely on non-Watson–Crick pairs (Figs.
1 and 4), which outnumber Watson–Crick pairs in diversity
by 11:1 (76). The many functions of RNA beyond a linear
information carrier are enabled and dependent on non-
Watson–Crick pairing; RNA is what it is because of these
interactions.

While it is true that isolated non-Watson–Crick pairs are
destabilizing within A-form helices, it is equally true that
non-Watson–Crick pairs form favorable, specific, and nec-
essary interactions in specific structural contexts (77). A
non-Watson–Crick pair in a helix may destabilize that indi-
vidual helix but enable tertiary interactions that provide
overall stabilization to the structure. Given what has been
learned about RNA structure over the last four decades,
we assert that it is reasonable to refrain from equating the
presence of non-Watson–Crick pairs with a lack of struc-
ture; implying that an RNA with many non-Watson–Crick
pairs is necessarily “unstable” is incorrect without addi-
tional information.
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Non-Watson–Crick pairings combined with helical stack-
ing give rise to structural motifs that provide the building
blocks of many higher-order structures, including ultrasta-
ble tetraloops and their receptors, kink-turns, E-loops, etc.
While the many possible non-Watson–Crick pairings
appear daunting, a well-developed classification, nomen-
clature, and symbol system has been adopted to describe,
talk about, and think about these critical interactions (76).
We encourage the RNA community to familiarize them-
selves with these alternate pairings and the rich structural
possibilities they enable and to avoid the oversimplifying
“canonical”/”noncanonical” base-pair terminology in favor
of one that is more descriptive and precise.

Regarding non-Watson–Crick pairs, using a precise lan-
guage will help to continuously update mental frame-
works. The importance to posttranscriptional chemical
modifications is being reemphasized (78, 79), and phenom-
ena such as base tautomerism and protonation remain
understudied (80). Because these events can manifest
their effects within the context of alternate hydrogen
bonding and base pairing schemes, their biological effects
are only fully understandable in the context of non-
Watson–Crick interactions.

Automatic Predictions of an RNA Secondary
Structure: Approach with Caution!

When researchers encounter a novel RNA sequence,
they commonly “Mfold” it. Within seconds, a convenient
prediction emerges of the lowest predicted free-energy
secondary structure of that RNA, computed by a
thermodynamics-based algorithm. Unfortunately, often
this output from Mfold (or RNAfold, Sfold, and other
similar tools (81–83)) is not presented as a prediction,
resulting from an algorithm that includes assumptions,
but as a representation of the true structure. Alternative
pairing possibilities with theoretically higher free ener-
gies are generally ignored and the top prediction may
even be propagated in the literature without supporting
evidence. The danger of only considering the lowest
free-energy structure and showcasing it as “The” sec-
ondary structure of a particular RNA is that the commu-
nity ends up taking an untested possibility at face value.

Unfortunately, the outputs from folding programs often
substitute for a thorough experimental secondary struc-
ture determination. RNA secondary structure prediction
software built on rigorous measurements of base-pair sta-
bility in different nearest neighbor contexts (84, 85) are
valuable tools for rapidly assessing potential Watson–Crick
pairing and generating new ideas about RNA structure.
However, they consider all nucleotides as equally likely to
be involved in secondary structure elements, which often
leads to erroneous assumptions about base pairs (86). Fur-
thermore, because these algorithms tend to maximize the
predicted number of Watson–Crick pairs (equated with the
lowest predicted free energy), they are most accurate
when an RNA has many such pairs. The problem is, not all
RNAs do.

To illustrate this, we used several secondary structure
algorithms with various input RNAs for which the correct
secondary structure was known, each RNA containing

different numbers of Watson–Crick pairs. We observed a
strong positive correlation between the accuracy of output
models with the number of Watson–Crick pairs within the
known structures (Fig. 5; linear regression R2 = 0.8 using
17 recent RNA structures from the Protein Data Bank
[PDB]). This holds true regardless of size, as R2 ∼ 0 if the
same data were plotted against RNA length. This seemingly
trivial exercise highlights the fact that because algorithms
are designed to find Watson–Crick pairs, the accuracy of
the output depends on whether that RNA actually folds to
maximize the number of such pairs. Because one does not
know a priori if this is true of a given RNA, the accuracy of
the resultant model is difficult to assess without additional
data.

Proper use of secondary structure programs thus
requires coupling them with diverse experimental meth-
ods in a step-by-step determination of the actual structure
(Fig. 6). These may include chemical probing both in vitro
and in cells (87–89) and site-directed mutagenesis that pro-
vide probabilistic assessments of secondary structures.
Multidimensional probing methods combine these two
into a rigorous experimental approach that provides infor-
mation about interactions between specific bases (90), and
new methods seek to provide information on the proxim-
ity of bases distant in sequence (e.g., refs. 46, 91, and 92).
Also, if homologous RNA sequences are available in suffi-
cient numbers and diversity, comparative sequence align-
ment is a very powerful way to garner evolution-supported
evidence for a particular secondary structure prediction
(93). Ultimately, a true secondary structure can be verified
when the 3D structure is determined. Crystallography,
NMR, and now high-resolution cryo-electron microscopy
(cryo-EM) represent the cr�eme de la cr�eme, with NMR and
cryo-EM also having the ability to potentially detect confor-
mational ensembles and dynamics (94). In general, the risk
that a secondary structure model is incorrect decreases
with the effort put into determining and testing the model
(Fig. 6).

R2 = 0.8

Percentage of nucleotides in Watson-Crick pairs

Accuracy of secondary structure 
predictions from RNA folding programs

25-65
66-100
> 100

RNA length
(nt)

Fig. 5. The higher the percentage of Watson–Crick pairs in an RNA, the
better the accuracy of a secondary structure prediction—regardless of RNA
length. Accuracy of secondary structure models (0, completely incorrect; 1,
100% correct) as a function of the percentage of nucleotides in
Watson–Crick pairs. Each dot represents an RNA >25 nucleotides (exclud-
ing duplexes), whose structure was solved by X-ray crystallography and
deposited in the PDB between 17 April 2019 and 5 February 2020. The R2

factor from a linear regression analysis is indicated (trendline shown in
orange). For details on the determination of the accuracy, see SI Appendix,
Supplementary Methods and Table S1.
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Going Forward

Upgrading the Discourse about RNA. As more colleagues
enter the fray of RNA research, our responsibility as an
RNA community is to ensure that RNA is discussed in ways
that reflect its true nature. RNA is far from being “like DNA,
with some extra things… ,” and generalizations and over-
simplifications only cloud understanding. For instance, as a
community we could refrain from referring to a particular
RNA as being “highly structured,” “structured,” or
“unstructured” and choose instead specific language that
describes the existing observations regarding its structure
and dynamics. Similarly, describing non-Watson–Crick
pairs as “mismatches” and “noncanonical pairs” only prop-
agates the misconception that such pairs are less impor-
tant than Watson–Crick pairs. The word “mismatch” also
denies the evolutionary pathway that led to the conserva-
tion of a non-Watson–Crick pair at a particular position.
The G.G and A.G pairs shown in Figs. 1 and 4, for example,
are in fact perfect matches as the RNAs evolved to main-
tain such pairs. Simply but accurately talking about RNA
will help the RNA research field advance in full force.

Developing User-Friendly Applications for Depicting RNA.
Unexpectedly, software for easily drawing RNA secondary
structures is uncommon. Existing programs also tend to
solely consider Watson–Crick pairs (traditionally the sole
hallmark of “secondary” structure) and/or target only cer-
tain RNA families [see, for example, XRNA (http://rna.ucsc.
edu/rnacenter/xrna/xrna_faq.html), Forna (95), or RiboVi-
sion (96)]. Tools have been devised that output non-
Watson–Crick pairs from a 3D structure (97, 98), but
drawing software does not generally include ways to easily
depict these. Generally speaking, no drawing tool has
really established itself beyond the laboratory it originated
from, except perhaps Varna (99) and R2R (100). For full
adoption by the research community, the challenge
remains to design a tool that would be performant but

easy to use. Efforts in that direction have been made most
recently for example with RNAPDBee (101), RNA2Drawer
(102), R2DT (103), and RNArtist (https://github.com/
fjossinet/RNArtist).

Classifying Secondary Structure Predictions by Confidence
Level. Rigorous RNA secondary structure determination
necessarily requires integrating data from multiple meth-
ods and constant refinement as new data are available.
Hence, we suggest classifying secondary structure models
based on four (or more) confidence levels: Level 1 for an
ensemble of unvalidated computational predictions, Level
2 for models further supported by indirect experimental
evidence of structure (such as site-directed mutagenesis
and chemical or enzymatic probing), Level 3 for a structure
resulting from covariation analysis, and Level 4 for the
model derived from a solved high-resolution 3D structure,
etc. (Fig. 6). Some of the existing depositories like Rfam
(104) or the NDB (105), among others, could be involved in
validating, standardizing, archiving, and disseminating
secondary-structure models, as is the norm for sequences,
RNA sequence alignments (which by definition are based
on secondary structure), and tertiary structures. Establish-
ing a secondary-structure database would harmonize the
RNA community around core values for an equitable usage
and portrayal of structural information.

Integrating Disseminated Knowledge for Reliable Predictions.
Cross-comparing and combining all available data
about a particular RNA and related molecules remains
the go-to approach for deriving reliable 2D and possibly
3D structure predictions. Such a “meta-analysis” is gen-
erally done by experienced researchers using multiple
tools and information hubs �a la RNACentral (106). Inte-
grating existing tools would help make available infor-
mation more widely available to a broader group of
nonexperts. This could perhaps eliminate the propaga-
tion of incorrect or outdated secondary-structure infor-
mation, link secondary-structure models to other data,

Fig. 6. Hierarchy in the methods commonly used to predict the secondary structure of an RNA. The confidence level in an RNA secondary structure model
depends on the number of pieces of computational and experimental information used to predict that model (roughly increasing from left to right), which
relates to the time to obtain that model (also increasing from left to right), which in turn is linked to accessibility to advanced instrumentation and expertise
in structure determination methods.
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and stimulate the development of harmonized ways to
portray and validate secondary-structure predictions.
The available data are deep and rich but need to be
more accessible and better-integrated; this will dissemi-
nate the ability to use RNA structure to inform further
experiments and boost confidence in RNA research
from the general public.

Concluding Remarks

The time is ripe to shake up some assumptions about
RNA. Representing RNA as a wavy line is convenient,
but when convenience betrays biology, flaws emerge.
Every RNA is capable of self-association, and structured
RNAs are not rare, even though the structures may be
fleeting, dynamic, or altered by interacting proteins.
Simply but accurately rendering and talking about RNA
will help the RNA research field advance in full force.

This becomes a necessity as RNA scientists study RNAs
of increasing size and complexity, with diverse regula-
tory or therapeutic roles. RNA has gone mainstream, so
let’s make sure RNA structure properties return to the
front seat.

Data Availability. All study data are included in the article and/or
SI Appendix.
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